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How Fair AI Can Make Us Richer
Sandra Wachter*
We are all aware that artificial intelligence (AI) has now become an integral part of
our lives. AI systems are behind mundane tasks such as displaying search results on
Safari, preparing travel routs on Google and suggesting new music on Spotify. But
algorithms also steer important parts of our lives: if we get admitted to university, if
we are hired, fired or promoted, if we get insurance, social benefits or a loan, or
even if we have to go to prison. Algorithms can touch almost every aspect of our
lives.

The benefits are clear. They can help us make more efficient, cheaper, and consistent
decisions. At the same time AI can introduce new risks and aggravate old ones, for example by replicating and exacerbating existing social and economic inequalities.1 This
should come as no surprise: algorithms can only be trained on existing and historical
data and, if left alone, will inevitably pick up and learn from injustices and inequalities in past human decision-making.2 One need only reflect on who in our society usually gets admitted to university, gets promoted, or receives loans and who does not to
realise the magnitude of the risks if AI is allowed to lock in and preserve these existing biases.

AI and Non-Discrimination Law
Of course, inequalities are not a new aspect of society. One could be tempted to think
that the risks of AI can be mitigated simply by applying existing legal frameworks, such
as European non-discrimination law, to algorithmic decision-making. Unfortunately,
the law, at least in its current form, is quite powerless to help algorithmically disadvantaged groups for two reasons: the complaint-based system and the evidential requirements.3
Non-discrimination law is enforced through a complaint-based system. The system operates on a simple premise: the affected individual (or group) will be aware or feel that
injustice is occurring, and raise a complaint in response. They will see, for example,
that somebody is treated better than they are, or promoted over their head, or receives
better insurance premiums, or acquires a spot at a university while they are denied.
Or in cases where discrimination is less obvious, they will at least 'feel' the subtle prejDOI: 10.21552/edpl/2021/3/5
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udices or norms that prevent them from succeeding. In other words, the affected party will notice that something is unfair and bring a complaint.
In the algorithmic world this comparative element of injustice is slowly being eroded.
Individuals are very often unable to see when they are offered higher prices on products than others. Rather, they only see an algorithmically prepared version of the truth.
People are also unaware that algorithms are able to infer intimate details such as ethnicity, gender, age or sexual orientation about them and use this information to exclude them from seeing job advertisements or ads for housing. AI simply discriminates
'behind their backs.'
A complaint-based system loses its force if the complainant does not know that they
have been harmed. Even if we are aware that algorithms have potentially disadvantaged us, problems remain. Proving illegal discrimination has occurred can be even
harder when an algorithm is involved.
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Algorithms often use very untraditional data sources such as social network data, shopping history, clicking behaviour, data on articles read and videos watched to evaluate
a person and make decisions. It will be very hard for claimants to persuade a judge
that these untraditional data sources such as eating or viewing habits are correlated
with protected attributes such as gender, ethnicity or ability and thus constitute a seemingly 'neutral provision, criterion or practice' that is, in fact, discriminatory.4
Compared to algorithmic decision-making, it will typically be easier to prove in court
that human comprehensible decision-making provisions, criteria or practices have an
adverse effect on protected groups. Convincing a judge that poor working conditions
for part-time workers correlate with gender, that salary thresholds in loan decisions affect minorities, or that social benefits only granted to married couples affect the LGBT*
community is an intuitive task. Intuitive links between these provisions and protected
attributes are often based in lessons about historical inequalities in society.

Bias Testing
Complex algorithmic models trained on diverse data and consisting of potentially millions of interdependencies are self-evidently not similarly intuitive. To close this gap,
many researchers, companies, NGOs, and governments around the world are looking
for solutions to mitigate and prevent bias in automated decision-making. One way to
address this challenge are so-called bias or fairness tests.5 If individuals are not aware
that they are harmed or even if they are, they have difficulties proving a correlation
between protected attributes and adverse effects. Technical tools such as bias tests may
offer one potential solution to this conundrum.
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Why We Should be Fair
However, this leaves us with the question as to why companies and the public sector
should change their business models and processes to reduce algorithmic bias and
make fairer decisions. After all, the balance sheets of Big Tech firms do not currently
appear to suffer too severely from the effects of sexism, racism, ableism or heterosexism. And here I want to offer three reasons as to why testing for bias is in the collective best interest of industry, the public sector, and society at large: namely ethical, legal, and financial reasons.
First, taking an active role in dismantling inequality is a laudable and ethical goal.
Trying to optimise your processes to align with equality and inclusiveness demonstrates a commitment to fairness. Without going in ethical and political theory at
length, fairness is simply the right thing to do because it makes decisions just, or
based on desert or merit rather than luck. 6It means ensuring the most talented or deserving people get through the door, rather than just those people who resemble successful candidates of the past.7 With that said, ethical interests alone are often insufficient to motivate real social, political, and economic change. And we may not
want to be reliant on the ethical conscience of other people to make the 'right' decision.
So I offer a second reason to make AI fairer: it is legally mandated to thrive towards
equality, at least in Europe. Non-discrimination law expects both the public and the
private sector to take an active role in dismantling inequality.8 Keeping things as they
are and perpetuating the status quo is simply not good enough. The declared aim of
European non-discrimination law is substantive or de facto equality. The goal is to
erode inequalities, dismantle disparities and achieve parity and inclusion.9 But here
again we might run into the risk that some see this as a legal burden that motivates
people to only do the bare minimum to demonstrate legal compliance.
Often when I give talks to academics, the public sector, and companies on algorithmic bias and AI fairness, the first question asked is about how to motivate buy-in among
the private sector and powerful actors. This mirrors common questions asked of nondiscrimination law about who in society should bear the costs of equality. These questions are sensible; for work on algorithmic bias, fairness, and equality to have impact,
it must be adopted by the developers, deployers, and users of AI systems making critical decisions that impact peoples’ lives.
In reality, important ethical and legal interests are unfortunately often insufficient to
overcome concerns about how fairness or equality would impact on profits, business
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models, and other interests. In the context of development, for example, ethics is often the first thing abandoned when it runs counter to business interests.10
Setting aside the larger question of whether it is justifiable to prioritise profits over
ethics and the law, why is this the case? Fairness and the rules of non-discrimination
law are often seen as brakes on progress or as hurdles that hamper innovation and economic growth. Non-discrimination provisions are often portrayed as requiring 'charity' or non-meritorious decision procedures. If true, greater fairness and equality would
seemingly run counter to the power, financial and other interests of entrenched actors,
and challenge their position in the market or society.
Thankfully, this framing of 'equality as charity' is wrong. Substantive equality is an investment, not a price to pay. Therefore, I offer a third argument aimed specifically at
powerful actors that are unwilling or unconvinced by ethics and the law alone: fairer
AI can make you richer.

How Fairness Can Make You Richer
People sometimes fear that non-discrimination law, if applied with the aim of substantive equality, leads to giving people a 'leg up' who lack merit and relevant qualifications. According to this line of thinking, certain people only walk through the door because of the protected attributes that they possess. Giving people a chance who do not
deserve it at the expense of more qualified people is what many people fear. But this
is not what the law requires.
The very essence of non-discrimination law is not to push people through the door
who do not deserve a chance on merit, but rather to realise that very talented people
are currently 'falling through the cracks' and never receive fair consideration. Nondiscrimination law wants us to question the decision criteria we use and assess whether
they are good proxies for merit. It wants us to determine whether our decision-making processes carry within them a legacy of oppression and inequality while failing to
accurately measure competence.
We know for example that reference letters reflect strong racial and gender bias. Very
often women and people of colour are described as 'hard-working' whereas their white
male counterparts are described as 'trailblazers' and 'geniuses' even when they perform equally well.11
Grades and exam scores likewise often carry strong gender and racial bias which means
that people of colour and especially girls of colour receive worse grades even where
their capabilities are objectively comparable to their peers.12
10 Brent Mittelstadt, 'Principles Alone Cannot Guarantee Ethical AI' (2019) 1 Nature Machine Intelligence 501–507.
11 Caroline Criado Perez, Invisible Women: Exposing Data Bias in a World Designed for Men (Chatto & Windus, 2019) 102.
12 Reni Eddo-Lodge, Why I’m No Longer Talking to White People About Race (Bloomsbury Circus, 2020) 66–67.
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Salaries and promotion track records are also marked by race13, ability14, gender and
sexuality15 lines. People from disenfranchised communities are often overseen for promotions or offered lower salaries for reasons of prejudice and bigotry, not competence.
But we make decisions and teach our algorithms on these biased data and decisionmaking criteria on a daily basis. Reference letters can make or break if we get a job,
grades decide if we are admitted into a good university, our salaries define if we get
loans or housing, promotions, or healthcare. We use them as proxies for ground truth
and merit, but these data types are not representative of the whole truth. Unfortunately, data always inherits and reflects the unequal status quo and thus not all data is a
good proxy for merit or competence, and this comes at a high price.
Every bank that fails to give a loan to someone that could repay is losing money. Every
talented employee who missed out because they are a minority is a lost opportunity
for economic growth. Every university that does not admit a gifted student because of
their gender identity, sexuality or ability will lose the chance to improve their international reputation and attract funding.
Injustice has a high price, for individuals and a democratic society, but also for the
economy.

Which Bias Test to Use?
This brings us back to the question that motivated this special issue: how can we fix
algorithmic bias and make AI fairer? There are many different bias tests currently available with sometimes contradicting and mutually exclusive normative assumptions. In
previous work16 I have shown how these tests can be classified as either bias preserving (i.e. measuring fairness based on equal error rates across groups) and bias transforming (i.e. measuring fairness based on equal decision rates across groups). The trouble with bias preserving tests is that they trust the status quo to be accurate, neutral
and fair, which is unfortunately too often not the case. Bias transforming tests, on the
other hand, focus on parity of outcomes between groups. They flag up when disparity occurs between groups and do not take equality in the status quo for granted.
I have argued elsewhere17 that when AI is used to make important decisions about
people in Europe in protected sectors, bias transforming tests such as Conditional Demographic Disparity (CDD) are legally preferable if not mandated. They align closely
with the central aim of European non-discrimination law, to achieve substantive or de
13 Jean Halley, Amy Eshleman and Ramya Mahadevan Vijaya, Seeing White: An Introduction to White Privilege and Race (Rowman &
Littlefield Publishers, 2011).
14 Paul David Harpur, Ableism at Work: Disablement and Hierarchies of Impairment (Cambridge University Press, 2019).
15 Jean Halley and Amy Eshleman, Seeing Straight: An Introduction to Gender and Sexual Privilege (Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2016).
16 Sandra Wachter, Brent Mittelstadt and Chris Russell, 'Bias Preservation in Machine Learning: The Legality of Fairness Metrics
Under EU Non-Discrimination law' (2020) 123 w va l rev 735.
17 Wachter, Mittelstadt and Russell (n 4).
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facto equality, and give deployers the opportunity to assess and question the validity
of the conditioning variables and possibly change them according to contextual interests and requirements.
Nonetheless, choosing the right bias test will depend on purpose and application, sector, legal jurisdiction, and the accuracy of the dataset. Put simply, 'contextual equality'18 is the aim of the law and thus a feature not a bug, even if that means that a 'one
size fits all' solution for fairness is impossible and perhaps not desirable. Luckily, however, there are a wide range of tools already available that let deployers choose the
fairness test and metric most appropriate for their purpose.
Tackling bias and fairness in AI is an essential task. When we feed data about our biased world and societies into an algorithm without questioning how talent, merit, and
inequality have been conceptualised and measured in our past decisions, we are losing out on good people.
However, if we see AI as a mirror of society that shows us where inequalities exist, we
can use this knowledge as a starting point to rethink our selection strategies and criteria for housing, insurance, parole, education, hiring, and other critical areas of life. We
would not only make algorithms more accurate and fairer but also get 'richer' — from
a financial perspective — but, more importantly, as a society.
18 ibid, 1–2.
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